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The warrior's way full movie
This article needs additional quotes to verify. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. Find sources: The Warrior's Way - Newspaper News Book Scientist JSTOR (November 2014) (Learn how and when to delete this
template message) The Warrior's WayTheatrical release posterDirected bySngmoo LeeProduced byBarrie M. OsborneLee Joo-IckMichael PeyserWritten bySngmoo LeeStarringGeoffrey RushKate BoKate BosworthDanny HustonJang Dong-gunTony CoxTi LungMusic Fuse by Javier NavarreteCine
MediaSad FlutesRelativity MediaDistributed 2010 (2010-12-03) Duration100 MinutesCountryNn koreaSouth KoreaLanguageEnglishBudget $42 million'Box Office$11,087,569'2 Warrior's Way is 2010 New York-South Korean Fantastic Fighter, written and directed by Cismo Lee Jang and starring Donggun, Kate Bosworth, Geoffrey Rush , Danny Houston and Tony Cox. Produced by Barry Osborne, who also produced The Lord of the Rings. The film was released on December 3, 2010. Its plot concerns a 19th century warrior named Yang (Chang Dong-gong), who is ordered to kill the last member of
the enemy clan - a girl. He abandons the mission and flees with the child to a dilapidated city in the American West. Despite his attempts, his master closes in on him, and he must fight to protect the child and his newfound comrades: Ron (Jeffrey Rush), the city drunk, and Lynn (Kate Bosworth), both of
whom have a tragic past. The plot of this section of the summary may be too long or overly detailed. Please help improve it by removing unnecessary details and making it more concise. (August 2011) (Learn how and when to delete this message template) In 19th century Asia, Yang (Chang Dong-gong)
is a warrior and member of the Garden Flute clan, the most brutal assassins in the east. His personal goal of becoming the greatest fenceman in the world is achieved when he kills the former greatest fenceman in the world and leader of an enemy clan. Both clans vowed to fight until each member of the
opposing clan was killed. Jan killed every member, except for a little girl, which he came across, regrets and decides to look after. This act makes Yang a sworn enemy of his own clan, and makes him flee with his homeland. After driving to the American West, Yang arrives in Lod, a small dusty town
where the main attraction was the carnival. There he is looking for a fellow outing warrior friend, known to the townspeople as Smiley. Young discovers that Smiley died 3 years ago, but ran the city laundry. Among the townspeople Ian meets, he met a gang of friendly carnies led by a dwarf eight ball
(Tony Cox), Ron (Jeffrey Rush), a tramp drunk and Lynn (Kate spunky young woman who was friends with Smiley. Lynn gives Ian the nickname Skinny and agrees to teach him how to do laundry. Jan begins to enjoy his life in the city, learning to enjoy the pleasures he never knew as a warrior. He
becomes friendly with the people, hardworking, and capable gardener, while the child, named April (Anikalyn Rudd), adores everyone. He even finds an interest in opera, after Lynn shows him a gramophone. Lynn tells Young that Smiley taught her both a little sword and the Garden Flute clan. She wants
Ian to teach her more, and asks about the name of the Garden Flute. He explains that he describes the sound of blood coming from your victim's slit throat, but he doesn't want to show any of his warrior skill. Back in the East, Young's former clan is shown to be looking for him. His former master, Saddest
Flute (Ti Lung) and his army of warriors take the same boat to America, killing the entire crew in the process. The sad flute claims that to find Jan in such a big country, they will wait and listen. Ian once sees Lynn place flowers on the grave, and asks eight ball what happened. He explains in his memoirs
that many years ago, when Lynn was a teenage girl, the city was under siege by a corrupt colonel (Danny Houston). His preference to rape women with healthy teeth prompts him to choose Lynn as his victim while her father is on the ground and his mother and younger brother are forced to stand by.
When Lynn is brought to the colonel's kitchen, she manages to evade him, throwing a frying pan of potatoes, frying a greasy lubricant on his face. She runs out into the street, and the colonel shoots her in the back. Her father fights free and is shot by a colonel, while her mother, holding her brother, flees,
and both are also killed. When the townspeople buried her family, they found that Lynn was still breathing. Since then, Lynn has made revenge on the colonel a priority, rooting to learn to fight and kill, and practicing throwing knives on which her goal is lacking. Ian surprises Lynn by showing her that her
knife-throwing was suppressed by her vision, not her hand, and gives her a successful lesson by blindfolding her. Lynn clearly loves Young, and gives him a charm on a necklace that belonged to her mother as a gift. Jan shows her his jedok geom (Korean sword with one edge), but Lynn notes that it is
welded to his burden. Ian explains it so that his past can't hear the sound of life he took, and if his past finds him, there will be more music. In the memoirs he showed as a child, Ian received a gift from a small puppy from his master, and is now training to become the strongest. The colonel returns to the
city to terrorize people. Now he wears a frightening prosthetic face to hide the grotesque scar from the hot lubricant. The colonel tortures the clown by having his men shoot at a bucket of water on the head, and about to shoot them in a glass of whiskey when Ron drunk takes a shot of the glass and drinks
it. Ron is dragged around the city with a whip around the neck, pulled by a horse. The colonel then examines a number of women on their teeth, and chooses a Hispanic woman whose husband asks for mercy. The colonel lets the woman down to shoot them down with only one bullet. Eight-Ball and other
carnies tie Lynn to the basement for her own good as well as the townspeople. Young removes the blades, agreeing with the carney. Lynn manages to free herself with a hidden knife in her shoe. The colonel has the daughters of a Hispanic woman cleared for rape, but Lynn, disguised as a prostitute,
offers herself instead. She deceives the colonel into thinking that she can kill him when he shows that he recognized her after he smelled her neck. The colonel's men are rushing to get Lynn to bed. Back in the laundry, Carney flees in search of Lynn, and Young realizes where she is. He grabs the iron
and smashes the seal on the sword to free him. Far away, Saddest flute jerks up from meditation, feeling the seal's rupture, and knows the location of Jan. Just as she is about to be raped, Ian breaks through the window, skillfully and easily killing everyone in the room except Lynn and The Colonel. When
Ian turns to kill him, Lynn jumps in, saying she will do so, but the colonel grabs her and jumps out of another window, using her to break his fall. The colonel runs down the alley to escape. Lynn sees him running on a horse and closes his eyes to deliver an expert knife to throw him in the back. The
townspeople take off the prosthesis to reveal the colonel's footman, and now it is especially scary that the colonel will return with an army of criminals to kill them all. Jan is about to leave the city before the Sad Flutes come for him, but the townspeople beg him to stay and help. People worry that they don't
have the means to protect their city, but Eight Ball has a cache of Ron with weapons and explosives unburied. Ron is shown as an expert shooter, shooting a bowling pin down among his best liquor from hundreds of feet. Ian asks Ron during training why Ron stopped shooting. Ron explains that he was
once a criminal, using his great skill to rob banks and trains. His criminal career ended when the woman he loved was shot during a shootout, and he vowed never to take the gun again until that day. Ron advises that for people like him and Ian, the best thing they could do for those they loved was to stay
as far away from them as possible, that they like flowers until he and Ian sand. The day before the fight, Lynn comes to Jan and asks to leave with him after the fight, and think about it. In the evening of the same day, Young comes to Lynn's house. He gives her his own double short swords, explaining it
was Young tells her to come closer. The day comes, and the colonel comes with dozens of criminals to blame the city. Ian stands through his flower garden, waiting. As the men approach, they are met with explosions. From afar in the upper cockpit of the Ferris wheel, Ron's sniper sticks of dynamite are
hidden in the garden as the riders arrive. In the ensuing dust and chaos, Ian quickly and furtively disposes of many of the men. Criminals are lured to the Ferris wheel, where Jan and Carney ambush them. Ron slides to safety on a cable, and the Ferris wheel is blown up, killing many of the colonel's men.
Thinking it was safe, the eaves come out of the shelter, only to be attacked by numerous remaining criminals. The colonel's men are chasing the carney into the center of the city, where suddenly the Sad Flutes gather. The saddest flute instructs them: Kill them. Ian looks at Lynn holding April and tells her
to run. Carney manages to escape before the bloodshed between outlaw cowboys and clan warriors begins. Ian runs after Lynn and has to cut out a few warriors before following her to the laundry. Meanwhile, cowboys in the city manage to shoot down several clan warriors, but they participate in a deadly
battle. In the laundry room, Lynn hands April an eight ball so she can help Jan. While he kills the warrior, she saves him from another sneak inside. Once they're safe at the moment, they hear gunshots and run to the eight ball where he dies and says he couldn't defend April. He dies, and the colonel
appears to be carrying her in the building, yelling at his men to make sure no one gets in. The sad flutes haunt fervently, and are mostly parried with a small machine gun, but the criminals are unable to stop Ian as he brutally slices through them all. He enters the room to find the colonel holding the gun to
April's head, and jumps up to cut the barrel and bullet in half in the middle of the shooting. After catching April from the fall, Ian stepped aside to allow Lynn to fight the colonel. After a tense battle, Lynn finally manages to drive the sword in the colonel's back. Ian and Lynn leave the room to find Saddest
Flute sitting through the carnage at the end of the hall. He tells Jan that April is the enemy, and asks if he will tell April that he killed her parents and her entire clan. He notices that Jan escaped from his old life, killing to kill more. He says Jan doesn't belong there. Youngs claims he does, or did, and won't
kill April. Jan and Saddest flute go into the desert at sunset, and duel to death. During the duel, memories show Saddest flute training Ian as an adult in the pouring rain, drilling him through adolescence in the snow, and forcing baby Ian to kill the puppy he received, declaring Jan's greatest enemy will be
his heart, and as a killer, he must kill what he loves. Currently, Ian wins the fight, Gardenest Flute's throat. Lynn tells Ian she knows, knows won't come with him, and tries to give him April, but he refuses. It makes the child laugh again, and gives Lynn a caring look. Ian turns towards sunset, and Ron tells
him to keep walking, sandbox. Ron says that the warrior never stopped walking to put as much space between him and the little lady he loved as possible, showing April then Lynn. The scene then shifts to a snowy, glacial environment. The opera plays from a small fish shack where a hooded man in the
park sits. Another comes up and asks how much for the fish. Sitting man promptly kills another, knives fall out of the hands of the latter when he falls, and responds for free. Sitting, as it turned out, Jan, gets up and goes to his hut, where he takes the pendant that Lynn gave him, his sword disguised as a
snowman broom, and the pacifier April, and sets fire to the hut. Get out in the snow, a set of clan warriors jump out of the snow, and Ian unsheathes his sword as the scene disappears. Starring Chan Dong-gun as Ian Jo Young-min as young Ian Geoffrey Rush as Ron Keith Bosworth as Lynn Danny
Houston as Colonel Tony Cox as Eight Ball Thi Lung as Saddev's Flute Ash Jones, as Rag Anican Rudd as Baby April Nick Sampson as pug Ryan Richards as Slicker Matt Gillander (Learn how and when to delete these template messages) This section does not provide any sources. Please help
improve this section by adding links to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. (November 2014) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) This section needs to be expanded. You can help by adding to it. (November 2014) (Learn how and when to delete
this template message) Filming began in Oakland on November 12, 2007 and ended on February 28, 2008. Admission This section needs to be expanded. You can help by adding to it. (November 2014) The film received negative reviews with a 31% approval rating on Rotten Tomatoes based on 42
reviews, with an average rating of 4.28 out of 10. Box office In the first weekend of the film, it grossed a poor $3,048,665 in the U.S. The film took the first #9 in the charts of the weekend. The number of theatres dropped sharply from 1,622 to 34 in the three weeks since opening. The film grossed
$11,087,569 worldwide and had a production budget of $42 million, making the film a box office bombshell. The film was one of the biggest box office bombs of 2010 next to MacGruber, How Do You Know and Jonah Hex. Inquiries : Fritz, Ben (December 2, 2010). Movie projector: 'Tangled' to rule the lazy
after Thanksgiving weekend. Los Angeles Times. Tribune company. Received on December 6, 2010. The Warrior's Way Box office Mojo. Imdb. Received on May 20, 2011. Frater, Patrick (2007-10-30). Rings producer on Laundry list; Osborne sets a timetable for a fantasy film. Different. Reed business
information. Received 2008-01-05. - Warrior Way Movie Reviews, Pictures. Rotten tomatoes. Received on May 26, 2020. - Weekend Cash results for December 3-5, 2010. Box office Mojo. Received 2010-12-18. The path of a warrior. Box office Mojo. Top 10 bombs of 2010 (soon to include the warrior's
path). UPROXX. 2010-12-06. Received 2017-07-13. The biggest box office bombs of 2010. Pajiba. 2010-12-06. Received 2017-07-13. External links Official Warrior Path website on IMDb Warrior Way on Rotten Tomatoes Warrior Way in Box Office Mojo extracted from the warrior's way full movie in
hindi filmyzilla. the warrior's way full movie in hindi 480p filmywap. the warrior's way full movie eng sub. the warrior's way full movie sub indo. the warrior's way full movie english. the warrior's way full movie in hindi download 480p. the warrior's way full movie download filmyzilla. the warrior's way full movie
in hindi download 480p filmyzilla
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